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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is the MOST important area of focus when

examining potential security compromise of a new wireless
network?
A. Encryption strength
B. Signal strength
C. Bandwidth
D. Number of administrators
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
The number of individuals with access to the network
configuration presents a security risk. Encryption strength is
an area where wireless networks tend to fall short; however,
the potential to compromise the entire network is higher when
an inappropriate number of people can alter the configuration.
Signal strength and network bandwidth are secondary issues.
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
An engineer is troubleshooting a codec negotiation issue where
both endpoints that are involved in the call support the codecs
listed in the exhibit. Which audio codec is selected il a call
between two endpoints in Region 1 is placed?
A. G.711u
B. G.722

C. G.729
D. G.711a
Answer: B
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Answer: C
Explanation:
Keyword: AWS Region as DR for On-premises DC (Existing
Data=10TB) + 1G Internet Connection Condition: 10TB on AWS in
72 Hours + Without Unencrypted Channel Without Unencrypted
Channel = VPN FTP = Unencrypted Channel Options - A - Out of
race, since this is unencrypted channel &amp; not matching the
condition Options - B - Out of race due to the timebound target
&amp; order /delivering AWS Snowball device will take time
Options - C - Win th race, using the existing 1G Internet Link
we can transfer this 10TB data within 24Hrs using encrypted
Channel Options - D - Out of race due to the timebound target
&amp; order /delivering AWS Direct Connect will take time
References:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/snowball/latest/ug/mailing-storage.
html
https://tutorialsdojo.com/aws-direct-connect/
https://tutorialsdojo.com/amazon-vpc/
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